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Capricho Interiorano (1939)
Roque Cordero

I wrote my first orchestral piece, Capricho Interiorano, after I organized the Orquesta de la Union Musical, in 1938, which, in 1941, was transformed by the government into the present Orquesta Nacional de Panama.

In this work I exploit the rhythmic and melodic elements of the “Mejorana”, an important folk dance of Panama, and blend them with original motives of my own. When I showed this score to Maestro Dimitri Mitropoulos, at that time conductor of the Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra (while I was on a small scholarship to study at the University of Minnesota), he offered to finance my next four years of composition studies with Ernst Krenek at Hamline University in Saint Paul, Minnesota, allowing me to become the Panamanian composer known today.

The premiere of the work took place in Panama, by the Orquesta Nacional conducted by Maestro Herbert de Castro, on August 10, 1944. This was also my first composition performed by an orchestra in the United States; it was performed by the NBC Orchestra and conducted by Maestro Ori Nozco, on February 24, 1944.

Roque Cordero

Ballade for Piano and Orchestra
Manuel Ponce

Written in 1914, this piece is considered the best example and the most characteristic piano score of Ponce’s Romantic Nationalistic period. Four years later he made the present transcription for piano and orchestra. The work is structured in three large sections (A-B-A’) as in the piano version. The theme in the first section is the popular song “El Durazno.” It is initially exposed in four-part polyphony and then fully elaborated in several tonalities, establishing a long dialogue between the piano and different instruments of the orchestra. A short improvisation-like cadenza leads to the last presentation of the theme played by strings with sordino and accompanied by delicate arpeggios in the piano, creating an impressionist ambiance. After a brief orchestra introduction, the piano presents the second theme of the Ballade (B) “Acuerdate de mi,” a romantic song taken from popular Mexican music as well. The woodwinds and strings set forth the theme while the piano runs through the keyboard in semiquavers and sextuplets. An eight bars quotation of “El Durazno” is followed by an episode where a cantabile melody supported by arpeggios leads to the recapitulation (A’), where the orchestra plays the first theme while the piano sings the lyrical second one. Then the orchestra comes with a spectacular crescendo by the gradual increase of movement and dynamics. The piano second cadenza although vigorous and whirling, ends in pianissimo giving way to the splendid final coda, where the orchestra merges the themes and the piano sparkles with a counterpoint in octaves.

South American Suite for Harp and Orchestra
Alfredo Rolando Ortiz

“Villavicencio.” This is a “joropo,” a lively harp music genre from the plains of Colombia and Venezuela. This piece is dedicated to the city of Villavicencio, where every year a music festival celebrates the traditional music of the llanos (plains).

“El Rio.” The River, this is a “tonada”, a traditional harp music genre from the Venezuelan plains. I dedicate this piece to Venezuela and to Juan Vicente Torrealba, Venezuelan harpist and composer whose music had a great impact on me upon my arrival in Venezuela as a child.

“Andina.” The Andes, the valleys, the mountains reaching high in the sky, from jungle to snow, from Machu Pichu to Cuzco, from Inca to Spanish, the elements of this rich culture are the basis of this piece. In its two very distinctive parts I have used the same mixture of indigenous and Spanish elements present in much of their music.

“Ecuador.” Dedicated to that beautiful South American country, this piece is in the genre of “pasillo”, very popular in its mountain regions.

“Improvisation.” A repeated pattern of two notes at the beginning and end of the improvisation were originally part of “A Light in the Sea,” another of my compositions.

“Zayante.” This final movement is a “polka paraguaya” (a genre in 6/8 against ¾), the most characteristic harp music genre of Paraguay. Originally a solo harp piece dedicated to friends in the area of Santa Cruz, California, who had fallen in love with the harp and music from Paraguay. I gave it the title “Zayante,” a beautiful word that identifies an indigenous tribe that used to live in the area of Santa Cruz. I dedicated this new version of “Zayante” to Paraguay, land of the harp, and to the memory of my Paraguayan harp teacher, Alberto Romero.

Alfredo Rolando Ortiz